THE ABS
OPERA
CONDUCTOR’S
STAND
The Opera Conductor’s Stand with ABS tray
is large enough for the biggest opera score.
Designed with the orchestra pit in mind, this
stand has a warm touch, chip resistant black
finish and has a solid tray formed from ABS
plastic which doesn’t ring when knocked and
gives the user the ability to make notes on
the score. Its elegant, minimalist design and
very slim lamp ensure that the musicians get
the best possible view of the conductor. The
light output is held at the perfect distance
from the music tray and is carefully controlled
so that it falls on the score and nowhere
else. Our timeless original design allows the
cable to be managed all the way down to
the ground. The lamp can be removed if not
required. And its powerful light is carefully
controlled to avoid dazzling the audience.

THE ABS OPERA CONDUCTOR’S STAND

19.5in

25mm

495mm

BASE DEPTH
473mm 18.6in

SHORTEST HEIGHT
819mm 32.2in

1.0in

TALLEST HEIGHT
1358mm 53.5in

Detailed specification

TRAY WIDTH
896mm 35.3in
BASE WIDTH
975mm 38.4in

Specification may change without notice.
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THE ABS OPERA CONDUCTOR’S STAND
Detailed specification

Specifier’s description
A heavy duty conductor stand with solid “U” shaped base and
black nylon coating. Rubber feet on base. Provision for integral
light including cable hooks to manage power cord all the way

down to ground level. Provision to adjust the angle of the tray and
the light. As the height of the stand. The height of the stand is
controlled by advanced locking mechanisms.

Construction
Structural parts

Steel

Feet

Natural rubber

Tray

ABS

Coating

Black nylon

Dimensions
Tray size

896 x 492mm [35.2 x 19.4in]

Depth of tray lip

25mm [0.9in]

Lowest height to bottom of score

819mm [32.2in]

Tallest height to bottom of score

1358mm [53.4in]

Weight of stand without lamp

13.0kg [28.10lb]

General
Warranty

5 years

Applicable standards
Part number

Specification may change without notice.

57Q3
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